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A
of
o Failed Compres
ssors
Field Analysis
y completed
d a 3 week process to be
ecome an E merson Tec
chnical Spec
cialist. The
I recently
process involved two weeks of training at the Copeland
C
facctory in Ohio and completting a three d
day
Compressor Operation
O
Se
ervice Semina
ar) seminar ssponsored byy our branch in Allentown
n, PA.
COSS (C
During this time a lot of
o useful info
ormation was
s reviewed. I want to sharre some of th
hat valuable
on with you.
informatio
There ha
as been som
me misunderrstanding on
n whether or not doing a ffield teardow
wn of a
compress
sor will void the
t warranty.. The answe
er is no. Actu
ually, it is reccommended tthat any time
ea
compress
sor fails that a field teardo
own be perfo
ormed to iden
ntify the root cause of the
e failure. Sim
mply
replacing a failed com
mpressor with
h a new comp
pressor witho
out finding ou
ut why the firrst compressor
r
in anotther failed co
ompressor. T
The answer a
as to why the
e compresso
or
failed will most likely result
n only be found by examin
ning the cond
ditions of the
e internal part
rts the comprressor.
failed can
Copeland
d has identified the 5 most
m
common reasons fo
or compresso
or failure. Ea
ach has a sp
pecific
cause and identifiable
e wear patterrns or failure characteristi cs. Each of these reason
ns will be
d in depth in future technical bulletins.
discussed
The five main reason
ns for comp
pressor failure:
efrigerant Flo
ood Back
1. Re
2. Flooded Starts
s
quid Slugging
g
3. Liq
4. Ov
verheating
5. La
ack of Lubrica
ation
As you can
c see moto
or failure is not on this list. The rea
ason is that in a majority of the cases the
root caus
se of the moto
or failure can
n be attribute
ed to one of th
essor
he reasons listed above. The compre
that my group
g
tore down during cla
ass is a perfe
ect example.. The return tag stated th
he reason forr the
failure to be electrical in nature. The
T bill of ma
aterial indicate
eplacement
ed that it wass a service re
sor that was less than two
o years old. (Not the firstt compressorr, and probab
bly not the la
ast
compress
compress
sor replaced in this applic
cation.) We verified that the motor wiindings were
e open and th
he
head of th
he compress
sor was neve
er removed. Once we rem
moved the co
ompressor he
ead, we saw no
specific signs
s
of overh
heating. Whe
en we remov
ved the oil pu
ump and “sho
ook hands” w
with the crankk
there was
s an excessiv
ve amount off up and dow
wn play in the
e crank. Nexxt we moved the stator co
over
and found
d grooves wo
orn in the roto
or where it was
w dragging on the stato
or. The crankk and bearing
gs
caps had shown perfe
ect examples
s of progressive wear. Th
his is a telltale sign of floo
od back. Durring

the compressor teardown, evidence of the cause was revealed! It was a flood back situation that
ultimately created additional conditions that caused the motor to fail. This information would have
been invaluable to the technician who replaced this compressor. What are the chances that this will
be the last compressor installed in this piece of equipment?
If the technician had taken the time to do a field teardown of this compressor he would have
found the root cause of the compressor and would have been able to address those issues to
prevent another compressor failure on this piece of equipment.
I want to clear the air on the difference between a field teardown and complete teardown. A
complete teardown involves removing every part from the compressor until only the casting and
stator are left. Once all the parts are removed, each can be inspected individually to gain a more
comprehensive analysis of what is going on inside the compressor.
A field teardown requires removing fewer components and reveals a broader picture of what
has been happening inside the compressor. At minimum, all that needs to be removed is the head,
oil pump, end cover, and sump plate. Removing these components, one can check for busted
valves, cylinder wear pattern, crank play, oil contamination and examine for top end and bottom end
damage.
This does not take a lot of time to do and the information is vital to a worry-free replacement.
Look at it this way - if it saves a warranty claim, or a callback on one compressor you will be ahead
on so many levels and possibly save hundreds of dollars. I have attached a field tear-down report
form for you to use to make this process easier. The more information you can fill in the better. I
also would recommend attending a compressor tear down class if it has been a while since you last
attended. The information you learn will be invaluable in making the job of reading the components
easier.
Next month’s article will focus on causes and corrections for compressor overheating.
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